= {® £ " ^ t ' le P resent paper we will prove:
1° SUn,F) = K^ for 2<n<|F|-l, 2° GL1Cn,F) = X^ for n<|F|-l, where GL. (n,F) denotes the group of all n by n matrices of detero ^ minant +1, 3 SL(n,F) = Cy for n<|F|-l, where C^. denotes the conjugacy class of the matrix V = diagCv^,. . . , v^ ^ v_. for i j, 4° PSL(n.F) = Cy = K* for n<|F|-l (the result PSL(n,F) -C^.
was proved in C3] on another way), 5 SL(3,F) = K^» 6° PSL(n,F) = 4 O r \ 4 = K2> 7 GL^(n,F) = K^-We will give also condition under which SL(n,F) = C^ (see the question stated in [3] , p.66). rO In Throughout this paper E' will denote the matrix We will use the following lemmas.
Ll OJ e M nxn 2 Lemma 1 (see [1] ).
Let G be a group. An element g 6 K" if -1 2 end only if there is an element xe K", x g such that (gx) = 1.
Lemma 2 (see L2]).
If M is a non-empty subset of G,M = M 2 and xMDM ^ 0 for each xeG, then M = G. Lemma 3. Let V = diag(v^ ,. .. ,v^), W = diag(w^ ,.. . , v i ^ v j' w i ^ w j for 1 i 4 3-^ detA " detV detW.A^ Z(GL(n,F)) and A has a rational canonical form then there are matrices X,Ye GL(n,F) with arbitrary chosen det X, det Ye F such that
The proof of Lemma 3, for n = 3 has been given in [2] . Using the same method one can prove Lemma ¿.
lj case (ii). By direct computation it is easy to verify the relations (5).

The relation (6) follows from (5). The condition (7) holds by relations
T" 1 + xV, T" 1 (xV)T -x'V" 1 , Te K" and by Lemma 1. At 2k -! 2k "3 = diag^a ,-a ,... ,a ,-a ,a ,...,-a  ) By Lemma 3 we can assume that det X -det Y -det S. Hence
BeCyCwby(8).
If we will put V -W in Theorem 1, then we will receive Corollary 2.1. If 2<n<|F|-l and Z(SL(n,F)) -E then 2 there exists a matrix V such that SL(n,F) » C.,.
Proof.
Let V be a matrix described in Lemma 4. An existence 2 of V ensures the inequality n<|F|-l. By (2), E6CV. Hence by Theo-2 rem 2, SL(n,F) = Corollary 2.2.
Ifn,q are even numbers and n<q, then there 2 exists Ve SL(n,q) such that SL(n,q) = Cy Proof. Let V be a matrix described in Lemma 4-. The existence of V ensures the inequality n<q. It is clear that Lemma 4 is true also for n = 2, because q is even. Now our Corollary results from Corollary 2.1, because |Z(SL(n,Q))| = (n,q-l) = 1, by assumption. Theorem 4. If n<|F|-l, then GLjCn.F) = Proof. We will consider two cases: a) n is even, b) n is odd.
Ad a). Let V and W are matrices from Lemma 5 described in U) and in Cii) respectively. The existence of matrices V and W ensures 2 the inequality n«c|F|-l. Hence we have Cy , C^c: K^ by Lemma 5 and Z(GL1Cn,F))c K^, by Lemma 7. From U) GL^n.F) = CyUC^U UZ(GL1Cn,F)). Therefore GL^(n,F)C K^.
Ad b)
. In this case a proof is similar to Ad a). Let ae F be a n root of 1. Then the matrices ,. , n n-1 » iTr ,. , n+i n-l+i 2 V = diagta ,a ,. . ,a), a V = diagka ,a a ,a, i a 11 ,a 11 ,...,a l ,a have distinct entries for i => l,...,n-l and we n-i have V, aVe SL(n,F). Let S » diag(r,E^ r = +1;
It is clear that det R » 1 and that we can choose r such that det S = 1. The following identities are easily checked: U) VS ''"VS-E, It is clear that M -M We will show that for any g€ SL(n,F) wfe have gMDM j> 0. Indeed, if this is false, there exists g 6 SL(n,F) 1 ° such that gQM -ZCSL(n.F)) i.e. M -gQ Z(SL(n,F)) which means that SL(n,F) -Z(SL(n,F)) U g^ZCSLU.F)). But this contradicts |F|>2.
The center Z(SL(n,F)) is an unity E of the group PSL(n,F).
Lemma 4 can be used to the group PSL(n,F) without the assumption 2 - concerning n because for n -2 we have T --E 6 Z -E. The equality (9) has now a form V T _1 V T -E, so Ee C v C V" Therefore b y
Lemma 4 and by Corollary 1.1, we obtain the theorem. 
